Managed Print
as a Service for
Healthcare
Should you be concerned about the ongoing costs of your print services? Do you
want to reduce costs without any disruption?
Hospitals today are seeing a significant increase in their
print volumes, driven by initiatives such as EMR, Meaningful
Use, the Affordable Care Act, and ICD-10. These initiatives
have increased hospitals’ printing related to internal
documentation, claims processing and general governance.
At the same time, hospitals have little visibility into what is
being printed where, which leads to stockpiling of supplies
and underutilized equipment.
All healthcare systems are responding to increasing
demands to cut costs without affecting patient care. Every
function in a hospital should be under review. Output/
print environments and print-related expenses are often
overlooked or low priority, though they can play a significant
role in cutting costs and increasing the quality of EHRs. The
conversion of U.S. hospitals from entirely paper-based to a
completely digital environment still has a long way to go.
There are millions of dollars in savings available by
controlling and managing print-related assets and costs.

Where to Start?
Addressing consumables waste is a good place to start.
How often are supplies changed too early? Are your supply
closets full of spare cartridges that you simply don’t need?
Up to 25% of consumables and parts are often wasted,
even if you use a simple print fleet monitoring system.
What if you could reduce this loss and waste to instantly
increase cost-effectiveness?

Evaluate
Before implementing any change, it’s worth examining
which elements are already working well. It may be that
you can achieve your desired outcome but retain many of
the existing processes and supplier relationships. There
may be other considerations that complicate the decision
process. These may be more difficult to quantify, such
as carbon footprint, customer experience or employee
satisfaction.

Find out how we uniquely tailor your
solution, integrate into your business
process and systems, and enable you
to reduce costs while improving staff
and clinician satisfaction with a world
class Print Service.
Logicalis + You

No Disruption

Sound Choice

 Consolidate data from
multipleproprietary systems
into a single, synchronized
repository for more simplified
management.

Most healthcare systems have many
key stakeholders with a variety of goals
or needs. Managed Print as a Service
can meet their needs without disruption,
making consensus much easier.

Logicalis and our partners have enabled
many large corporations and industryleading service providers to deliver
successful managed print projects and
continues to support them in their everyday
delivery. If driving cost down, improving
employee productivity, and delivering an
enterprise class managed print service are
critical success factors for you, then you
should talk to us.

 Eliminate costly dependence
on proprietary systems and reclaim your data.
 Ensure fast access to and
nearcontinuous availability of
data—even when PACS and
other systems are down.
 Centrally store and distribute
patient data to reduce the
number—and cost—of complex
system interfaces.
 Incorporate intelligent retention
management policies to better
manage the data lifecycle and
reduce risk.
 More efficiently migrate large
data volumes to reduce costs
and simplify your storage
environment.
 Give clinicians a complete
longitudinal view of the patient
record for better quality care.

Managed Print as a Service is a cloudbased service that uses agents to
automatically monitor all print activity
and provide management reporting and
automated alerts for ordering supplies
and servicing requests. The service can
discreetly monitor and recommend cost
savings without changing a single supply
chain component or equipment liability on
your balance sheet.
Managed Print as a Service allows
hospitals to:
 Quickly understand what is actually
being printed, and where
 Reduce supplies costs through
predictive ordering

 Use our proven TCO calculator to
estimate your potential savings
 Do a 30 day Proof of Concept to
demonstrate your savings
 Implement Managed Print as a Service
 Add integration to your Supply Chain or
Help Desk

 Reduce Help Desk costs (35-50% of
Help Desk calls)
 Gain visibility to negotiate effectively with
equipment and supplies vendors

Learn more

 Improve user experience by
automatically alerting the Help Desk for
repairs

Visit
us.logicalis.com/healthcareit

 Support all print devices, any make/
model, even locally-attached

Call
866.456.4422

Sound Process
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